ReFINE Briefing Note

Are geological faults a source of methane?
This research is based on “Assessing the fugitive emission of CH4 via
migration along fault zones – comparing shale basins to non-shale
basins” by Ian Boothroyd, Sam Almond, Fred Worrall and Richard
Davies. The paper was published in Science of the Total Environment
and is available for free download at www.refine.org.uk.

What are faults & why might they emit gas?
Faults are cracks or fractures in the Earth’s crust.
They are formed when tectonic forces act on the
crust, forcing layers of rock to slide against each
other. Faults can range in size and depth, from
small, shallow faults to large tectonic plate
boundaries. The faults examined in this research
are tens of kilometres long, and up to several
kilometres deep. Faults can have different
permeabilities than the surrounding rock,
meaning that fluids and gases move through
them at a different rate. If the permeability of
the fault is higher than the surrounding rock, it
could be possible for gas to travel up these faults
to reach the surface.
Why are emissions from faults relevant to shale
gas?
There is some concern over whether hydraulic
fracturing (fracking) could allow methane
(natural gas) to travel vertically through existing
faults in the rock, and therefore enter the
environment at the surface. This is relevant as
methane is a powerful greenhouse gas, meaning
it has the potential to contribute to global
warming.

Figure 1: Fault systems that were surveyed as part of
this study. The areas range from having no
hydrocarbons, to being potential shale gas development
areas to give a representative sample of UK geology.
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Methane occurs naturally in many rock
formations and has been known to seep out of
the ground at the surface. It is thought that
releasing the gas that has previously been
trapped within the shale could allow more gas to
reach the surface by travelling through faults.
This research was conducted in order to 1)
determine whether faults can act as a pathway
for methane and 2) to establish baseline levels of
emissions in these regions.
What did the experiment do?
ReFINE researchers surveyed five areas where
large, deep faults are present. Mobile equipment
was used to measure the levels of methane gas
around these faults, which could then be
compared to levels of gas in other areas without
large faults. Computer software was used to plot
the data (Figure 2) and to take into account
factors such as wind direction and vehicle
motion. The surveyed regions were chosen to
represent areas where shale gas may be
produced, areas where other types of
hydrocarbons are present, and areas where
there are no hydrocarbon bearing rocks. This
allowed researchers to determine whether faults
act as a source of gas, and whether pathways for
the movement of gas already exist in regions
where shale is present. If shale exploration does
go ahead, these measurements will act as an
important baseline for determining any potential
effects of fracking.
How can we tell where the gas is coming from?
Methane from different sources contains
different types of carbon. By analysing the
carbon in the methane it is possible to determine
whether the gas detected is biogenic (formed at
or near the surface by bacteria) or thermogenic
(formed deep in the ground). Biogenic methane
is released by the breakdown of organic matter
by bacteria, such as in the stomachs of farm
animals or in landfill sites.
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Figure 2: An example of the data collected during the
mobile surveys. The solid red line represents the
fault, coloured circles represent the level of methane
detected. The large orange circle shows elevated
methane potentially coming from the fault.

Thermogenic methane is formed when organic
material breaks down under high pressures and
temperatures. It is thermogenic methane that is
of interest as this indicates that the gas has a
deep geological source, and could possibly have
migrated to the surface from several kilometres
depth.
Are faults a source of Methane?
The faults in this study did have elevated levels
of methane on average relative to areas with no
major faults. However, there was no significant
difference in emissions between faults in areas
with hydrocarbons or shales than those without.
Faults in this study produced on average of 11.5
tonnes of methane gas per year, for every
kilometre of fault. This is the equivalent amount
of methane used for heating and cooking by
approximately 11 domestic properties in one
year.
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